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Popular aphorisms are sprinkled throughout ancient literature; flexible and open 
to manipulation by nature, they occur in a variety of forms and contexts. A proverb 
serves as a cultural translation tool: that is, a proverb is both a cultural device used in the 
translation of a speech act (to summarize, introduce, etc.) and an instrument which 
translates a culture context (imbuing its literal sense with metaphorical meaning). 

Using the theoretical work of Walter Ong, Michel De Certeau, Pierre Bourdieu, 
and Ibrahim Muhawi, this paper examines the manifestation of these aspects within the 
early Christian reception of classical aphorisms. Entire anthologies of Greek and Latin 
proverbs were translated to Christian use. Such cultural –in this case not linguistic – 
translation underscores the key role that proverbs play in communication. The immediate 
discourse requires a proverb’s rhetorical function while the cultural context gives that 
function its meaning, a meaning which shifted in Christian use. 

After presenting a brief look at proverbial speech in the ancient world, my paper 
demonstrates several receptions of Greek and Latin proverbs by Christians and the 
reinterpretative activity this entailed. First, I investigate the Christian redaction of an 
earlier Greek anthology of proverbs and its rendition into seven other languages. Second, 
I explore the explicit reinterpretation of a Latin proverbial collection via Christian 
commentary. Finally, I consider the Christian appropriation of a single classical proverb – 
“to pluck the rose from among the thorns” – which was deployed to justify the very 
practice of such cultural reception. While in the classical period this maxim carried a 
consolatory meaning, by late antiquity Christian figures were applying it in a variety of 
new settings: it was invoked to describe individuals and events, to make theological 
points, and, especially, to validate the reception of questionable – pagan, Jewish, and  
heretical – literature. The rose-and-thorn proverb was popular in both Greek and Latin 
across centuries and serves as a case study not only for the reinterpretation of a proverb 
from classical to Christian culture, but also as an example of the very practices Ong, De 
Certeau, Bourdieu, and Muhawi highlight. 


